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One has been constructing grinding machines for a century, 
the other manufactures rod loaders. What Monzesi's and 
Steel Motion's products have in common is broadly 
recognised quality. The two companies have now stipulated a 
partnership agreement for the combined commercial 
distribution of each of their ranges of products. This will 
permit them to concentrate on their core company business, 
optimise the potential of their respective commercial 
networks, and exchange know-how. The agreement does 
nothing more than formalise a situation that has been 
present in the market for years, where one often sees 
workshops in which Monzesi grinding machines are used 
alongside Steel Motion rod loaders, seeking the perfect 
integration between the two products.
The collaboration will also extend to the other range of 
products produced by Steel Motion (its rod and pipe 
straighteners) with IVE, an industry leader in the 
straightening of small and large rods and pipes which is part 
of the Monzesi family.

The catalogues which present the combined products and 
which will allow both of the sales networks to present their 
complete lines are already ready. Monzesi and Steel Motion 
will initially be focusing on those areas in which the two 
sales networks already have a greater presence: Italy, 
Eastern Europe, and the United States with an eye on China 
in the medium-short term.

Combined Capabilities Monzesi has been 
producing centreless grinding machines for exactly one 
century. The company, located in Brianza, is known 
for the high technological level of its machines and, in 
recent years, has grown considerably in terms of contacts 
and revenue. To complete its range of products, since 
the 1950s and responding to the needs of its clients at the 
time, Monzesi has also been developing rod loading and 
unloading systems, even patenting an idle roller system for 
the grinding of rods up to 6 m long and 60 cm wide, 
which then evolved into powered rollers with the advent 
of numerical controls and automation.

The Genesis of the Collaboration The meeting of the 
two companies was foretold in 2012, when Riccardo 
Pessina visited a client in China and saw first hand 
what the potential limits of Monzesi's rod loading systems 
could be. “There is no better way to realise the challenges 
that exist than to see them in practice," says Pessina. 
"On that occasion I realised that our loaders, despite 
being strong and possessing all of the parameters 
for functioning properly, required a great deal of time 
to align, set, and change over. Something that, while 
20 years ago could have been acceptable, in today's 
industrial contexts makes it difficult to sell systems 
of this kind, requiring, furthermore, increasingly 
skilled operators." With this in mind, when Pessina 
returned to Italy he visited a client that had purchased 
a Monzesi grinding machine and paired it with a Steel 
Motion loader. It was then that he realised that a 
collaboration between the two companies, which his 
predecessors had already hypothesised about years 
earlier, was something to be pursued. 
After the initial contact came meetings and, finally, the 
definition of an agreement that created a synergy which 
had, in fact, already been a reality among users of the 
products for quite some time. “There are thousands of 
examples in Italy of companies that have paired our 
machines with Steel Motion systems," explains the General 
Manager of Monzesi.

“Grinding is, and remains, our core business. For some 
time we have felt that it was necessary to focus our R&D 
on machinery in order to maintain the level of quality 
that we're known for," explains Riccardo Pessina, 
General Manager of Monzesi. "So we were looking for a 
partner that could provide loading systems of equal 
quality to our grinding machines." 
This is precisely the field in which Steel Motion is 
specialised. The company, located in Vignola in the 
province of Modena, was created in 2013. The owner, 
Gian Luca Bernabei, has a twenty-year background in the 
study and manufacture of loading and unloading 
systems. “We were a small company that produced rod 
loading systems," says Bernabei. "And even back then 
almost all of our systems ended up being paired with 
Monzesi machines." Today the company has five lines of 
loaders for rods that range from 8 mm to 300 mm. Like 
Monzesi which, over the years, paired its production of 
grinding machines with that of rod loaders, likewise Steel 
Motion paired its primary business of rod loading 
systems with the inspection and tune up of used grinding 
machines. And, similarly, it felt the need to focus its 
development on organising its core company business: 
rod loading systems. 
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The commercial partnership between Monzesi and Steel Motion provides clients with 
turnkey solutions in grinding operations, bringing together grinding machines and rod 
loading systems, all the way to the straightening process. This makes it possible to offer clients 
a selection that always seeks the highest level of quality thanks to the complementary nature of 
the products and of the expertise of the two companies.
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“Aside from a case in which clients request particular 
modifications, which remain the responsibility of the respective 
manufacturers," specifies Riccardo Pessina, "in the case of urgent 
need either company can intervene to avoid machine down time 
as our respective technicians are perfectly familiar with the 
systems of the other." The partnership, therefore, also provides 
important benefits to the two manufacturers: the widespread 
geographic presence of Monzesi's sales network will permit Steel 
Motion to expand its business to new markets, while Steel 
Motion's strong specialisation in the rod industry will permit 
Monzesi to further penetrate this market. In addition to the 
Italian market, the two companies are, therefore, ready to present 
themselves together in Eastern European markets, especially 
Romania and Poland which have become important hubs for the 
steel industry and where Steel Motion already has a strong 
presence, having followed clients that in recent years have 
transferred their activities there.

"Our own technicians admire the way in which the Steel 
Motion system integrates perfectly with our machines." A 
factor of no little importance given that a grinding machine is 
an incredibly complicated system and it can take months to 
calibrate an interface between the machine and the loader. 
“Thanks to the adoption by our clients, in recent years, of our 
respective products, we have always worked to integrate our 
systems with Monzesi's machines," says the owner of Steel 
Motion. "This pairing with Monzesi turned out to be the 
partnership we needed, each of us perfectly complementing 
the other with the products and skills we offer." 

Unique Product Range Monzesi and Steel Motion are already 
ready with catalogues that present their joint ranges of products: 
Monzesi's machines for the grinding of rods, paired with Steel 
Motion's loaders. Clients are free to contact either company and 
are guaranteed to receive the same price, contractually receiving 
the expertise of both, the strength of their combined R&D in the 
continuous development of solutions, and greater customer 
assistance as well.
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Steel Motion's R&D has, over the years, developed continuous 
improvements to loading and unloading operations, for example 
with regard to how to protect rods after grinding, how to best 
move rods of a certain weight from the rollers to the warehouse, 
or how to create rollers for return systems of the rods, for the 
management of multiple treatments. Today all of the solutions 
and devices created to resolve issues that have arisen in the 
process over the years come together, creating additional synergy 
in the combined development of future solutions for rod 
grinding and guaranteeing that clients always have cutting edge 
machines and loaders. “Thanks to Steel Motion's experience, we 
can now provide a system that also includes rod return, or, for 
example, put two machines together in a line to create a loop, 
with rods that enter the first machine then exit directly into the 
second and come out finished," concludes Gianluca Bernabei. 
"With this kind of configuration one can envision an enormous 
system, for example with a perimeter of 12 x 24 m, all of which 
managed by a single operator." In the future one can therefore 
expect to no longer have two distinct pulpits of command, 
ultimately, thanks to the current organisation, being able to 
manage the system entirely from a single control unit, thus 
making life easier for the client and improving the management 
of the entire system. 
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The system which combines Monzesi Centerless Grinders with Steel Motion rods loading system, at Trafital SpA headquarters, which produces regular, carbon or alloy 
steel rods from 1953.

The wrapping machine SteelRing and a straightening machine.

“Another important objective is the US, where we're looking to 
make certain acquisitions that would strengthen our already 
consolidated presence, with 800 grinding machines installed over 
the years, some also in the rod sector but without our or Steel 
Motion's loaders," says Pessina. "Our combined range for the rod 
sector is extremely competitive for the US market, not only in 
terms of price, as we have been able to determine in the case of 
the 3-4 products already present, but also in terms of the superior 
quality of our solutions. From an analysis that we conducted of 
the market, we found that locally we have only 1.5 competitors 
that produce rod loaders (one of them competes only half way, 
having loading systems for only certain lengths and diameters), 
but they offer systems which are technologically quite 
elementary." So the outlook for growth in the US market is 
excellent. The two companies are also looking in the long term at 
China, a highly promising market where Monzesi already has 
four rod grinders installed, and where, furthermore, the two 
companies have already begun working together, with a range of 
products offered alongside a major Chinese steelworks company. 

Synergy in Straightening and R&D. Another element in the 
collaboration between the two companies has to do with 
straightening. In fact, Steel Motion also produces systems for the 
automatic straightening of large rods, with three standard 
models that range from a minimum diameter of 40 mm to a 
maximum of 250 mm. Furthermore, IVE srl, another member 
of the Monzesi family, is also present, a certified company and 
undisputed leader in the straightening of small and large pipes 
and rods, which provides consultation during the pre-processing 
phase prior to the automatic straightening, with Steel Motion's 
automatic straighteners, before entering the grinder, 
guaranteeing complete service to clients. Another element of 
positive synergy in the partnership is, lastly, the exchange of 
know-how between the two companies.

A Centerless Grinder 
model 660 DT, from 
Monzesi's Monza Line.
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